such a long period is also enough to suggest that the Byzantine reading and listening public, small though it was, not only could not turn to that genre for any account of the Sixth and Seventh councils but is also unlikely to have turned to it for whatever knowledge it may have had about the earlier councils either. With a gap too of secular classicising history between Theophylact Simocatta in the early seventh century and Psellos in the eleventh, any knowledge of the past, both secular and ecclesiastic, was necessarily gained mainly, if not entirely, from Byzantine universal chronicles. This genre, though it too had its own interruptions, overcame them to a great degree by later chroniclers copying almost verbatim much of a predecessor's work, with each chronicle narrating events from creation up to the author's own lifetime.
The Byzantine universal chronicles each record all the councils that had occurred up to the author's lifetime, with the only exceptions being the sixthcentury Malalas, who records the first four councils but omits the Fifth; and the twelfth-century Manasses, who omits the lot in a verse chronicle with an emphasis on good stories that also ignores almost everything else to do with ecclesiastical events, perhaps regarding them as unsuitable for his patron, the sebastocratorissa Eirene. So the chronicles did at least provide a record of the ecumenical councils, and it is probably the record by which most Byzantines knew whatever they did know about them, whether directly or indirectly. Despite this, two points need noting: first, that the chronicles tell us nothing that we do not know better from other sources (with the single exception of George the Monk's record of the Fifth council); and second, each of the chronicles makes different use of the councils for its narrative of the past. It is, however, the differences in their presentation that may reveal either the changing significance of the ecumenical councils in Byzantine history and society or the literary development of the genre.
The literary treatment of Byzantine chronicles remains in its infancy. The aim of this chapter is to examine how the various universal chronicles treat the ecumenical councils. Although this does not reveal anything about the ecclesiastical decisions themselves, it helps to draw attention to changing attitudes to the past and the use that was made of that past. We shall look at nine chronicles: Malalas (sixth century), Chronicon Paschale (seventh century), Theophanes (early ninth century), George the Monk (late ninth century), Symeon Logothete (mid-tenth century), pseudo-Symeon (late tenth century), Psellos' Historia syntomos (eleventh century), Kedrenos (eleventh to twelfth centuries), and Zonaras (twelfth century). We necessarily ignore the many local councils such as those discussed in Synodicon uetus, probably to be dated between 867 and 920, which claims to record some 166 councils, though some of the 166 are certainly the author's own invention.
